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Purpose: Radiomics are quantitative features extracted from medical images. Many radiomic features
depend not only on tumor properties, but also on non-tumor related factors such as scanner signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR), reconstruction kernel and other image acquisition settings. This causes undesirable
value variations in the features and reduces the performance of prediction models. In this paper, we
investigate whether we can use phantom measurements to characterize and correct for the scanner
SNR dependence.
Methods: We used a phantom with 17 regions of interest (ROI) to investigate the influence of different
SNR values. CT scans were acquired with 9 different exposure settings. We developed an additive correc-
tion model to reduce scanner SNR influence.
Results: Sixty-two of 92 radiomic features showed high variance due to the scanner SNR. Of these 62 fea-
tures, 47 showed at least a factor 2 significant standard deviation reduction by using the additive correc-
tion model. We assessed the clinical relevance of radiomics instability by using a 221 NSCLC patient
cohort measured with the same scanner.
Conclusions: Phantommeasurements show that roughly two third of the radiomic features depend on the
exposure setting of the scanner. The dependence can be modeled and corrected significantly reducing the
variation in feature values with at least a factor of 2. More complex models will likely increase the cor-
rectability. Scanner SNR correction will result in more reliable radiomics predictions in NSCLC.
 2019 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of European Society for Radiotherapy and
Oncology. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction
Imaging is an essential part of the radiation oncology workflow:
images are used for cancer staging and treatment planning and
verification. Medical images contain a large amount of data, which
enables their use in clinical practice to personalize radiation ther-
apy for each patient [1]. The past five years have shown great
improvement to automate clinical image processing by deriving
quantitative features from these images, referred to as radiomics.
Radiomics describe tumor phenotype using shape, statistical, and
textural features extracted from images of different modalities:
Computed Tomography (CT), Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI),
Positron Emission Tomography (PET). Subsequently, machine
learning algorithms use these radiomic features to predict patient
survival time [2,3], treatment toxicity [4], tumor habitat character-
ization [5].
Although the radiomics approach shows promising results, dif-
ferent feature definitions, image pre-processing methods, and
imaging instruments make cross-institutional learning difficult
[6–10]. The Image Biomarker Standardization Initiative (IBSI) stan-
dardized radiomics mathematical definitions and image pre-
processing [11]. Still, imaging scanners are not designed for high
quality radiomics, but for the best possible image quality for visual
(human) interpretation. In daily practice, oncology institutions use
their CT scanners with different imaging settings (reconstruction
kernel, voxel spacing, X-ray tube exposure, etc) for each patient
to optimize subsequent diagnosis and delineation. This lack of
inter-scanner (scanner-to-scanner), intra-scanner (various settings
within one scanner), and even test-retest (with exact the same set-
tings) reproducibility makes the radiomics approach fragile [6–10].
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The inter- and intra-scanner effects induce a non-tumor related
variation in the measurements which can be described as bias in
the radiomic features. Eventually, this bias may lead to misinter-
pretation of the radiomics data.
One of the main intra-scanner variations in the CT images is the
X-ray tube exposure related to the scanner signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). In our study, we use phantom measurements to quantify
how scanner SNR variation results in biasing the extracted fea-
tures. We hypothesize that the SNR dependent bias can be charac-
terized and quantified, providing the opportunity correct for it.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Phantom
To investigate the influence of scanner SNR on radiomic fea-
tures we used a commercial phantom (Gammex 467 CT phantom,
Middletone, WI, USA). The phantom was used in the standard con-
figuration with its 16 inserts of different tissue-like densities. We
performed five sessions of scans with each 9 X-ray exposure set-
tings (from 30 to 460 mAs) with a Brilliance Big Bore CT (Philips,
Best, The Netherlands) using the Thorax protocol. The images were
reconstructed with the B reconstruction kernel with pixel resolu-
tion 512  512. To extract radiomics, we delineated regions of
interest (ROI) in all the 16 inserts and the phantom center (total
of 17 ROIs) as equally-sized cylinders using the Pinnacle 16.0.2
treatment planning system (Philips Healthcare, Fitchburg, WI,
USA). To avoid edge effects, we delineated the ROI smaller than
the inserts as shown in Fig. 1. For radiomics extraction, we used
open-source pyradiomics software with 25 HU binning and no re-
sampling [12].
2.2. Patient cohort
To relate our phantom study to clinical applications, we used
images of a 221 non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) cohort (supple-
mentary Table B1) previously treated with (chemo)-radiotherapy
and scanned with the same scanner as the phantom set. The data
consists of radiotherapy treatment planning DICOM CT images
with various scanner settings and physician-delineated primary
NSCLC tumors as RT structure sets. The median X-ray tube expo-
sure was 300 mAs. Radiomic features were extracted from the
gross tumor volume (GTV) of the primary tumor with the same
pyradiomics extraction settings as in the phantom set.
2.3. Correction method
Using the five repeated measurements, we calculated mean and
standard deviation for each exposure value and every ROI. We arbi-
trarily defined the target radiomic value (TRV) as the mean value of
the radiomic feature measured with the 200 mAs exposure. The
aim of the correction was to correct all exposure values to the
value observed at 200 mAs as that was the median exposure value
in the phantom set. Further data processing included: 1) TRV calcu-
lation (for 200 mAs) for each ROI in raw data (Fig. 2A), 2) Subtract-
ing TRV from radiomic feature’s data, isolating the SNR trend in the
data (Fig. 2B), 3) fitting the correction function (Fig. 2B), 4) Correct-
ing the raw data (Fig. 2C).
As scanner SNR in CT images is inversely proportional to the
square root of number of photons, and therefore, to 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Exposure
p , we
analyzed the relationships between radiomics values and 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Exposure
p .
To avoid overfitting, we trained a regression model with the only
two predictors (excluding intercept): 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Exposure
p and 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Exposure
p
 2
.
We used no predictor scaling. Eventually, we defined the correc-
tion model as by formula (1), where w – model weights, b – inter-
cept, E – exposure, D - correction factor. We developed the model
using scikit-learn package for python, version 0.19.1 [13].
RFcorrected ¼ RFmeasured þ D Eð Þ;
D Eð Þ ¼ w1  1ﬃﬃEp
 
þw2  1ﬃﬃEp
 2
þ b: ð1Þ
2.4. Radiomic feature correctability
We defined correctability as the ability to reduce scanner SNR
influence on a radiomic feature. To assess correctability of a fea-
ture, we defined the correctability score (CS) as in formula (2). To
derive the score, we used TRV-shifted data (Fig. 2B). The cor-
rectability score is a ratio: the numerator describes variability
due to exposure (variance in means), the denominator describes
intrinsic repeatability variance; DRF stands for TRV-shifted radio-
mic feature values. For each exposure value in the range [30–
460 mAs], numerator calculates mean and denominator calculates
standard deviation of DRF values. Then, numerator calculates stan-
dard deviation of means and denominator calculates mean stan-
dard deviation across the 9 exposure values. A value of 1 denotes
that the correction is of the order of the noise and therefore is
not very relevant. The correctability becomes more relevant at
increasing values of CS. Eventually, the CS parameter is a measure
of how correctable a feature is based on the phantom scans.
CS ¼ std meanwhile exposure¼E mAsf g DRFð Þ
 
mean stdwhile exposure¼E mAsf g DRFð Þ
  : ð2Þ
2.5. Correction evaluation
The final aim of the correction is to reduce the variance of the RF
values due to the variation of noise, for this purpose, we defined
the evaluation score (ES) as ratio of standard deviations before
and after the correction calculated for each ROI and every radiomic
feature (RF), where values above 1 indicate a gain of the correction
mechanism, by formula (3):
Fig. 1. Gammex phantom configuration with cylindrical delineations. The 17 plug
descriptions are in the supplementary A.
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ES ROIð Þ ¼ StD RFbefore correction
 
StD RFafter correction
  : ð3Þ
2.6. Clinical relevance of the phantom
Phantom radiomics studies should be applicable in clinical data.
To assess clinical relevance, we evaluated 1) distribution overlap in
features to test if a radiomic feature distribution in phantom set
present absolute values of the same magnitude as values in clinical
studies; 2) investigate how scanner SNR distorts feature values of
clinical data by simulating (adding) noise to the scans.
When comparing distributions between the phantom and
patient cohorts, note that all 17 phantom ROIs had the same shape
in the phantom set, while in the patient cohort shape delineations
differ between subjects [14]. Therefore, we performed the
distribution comparison only for 4 vol-normalized features:
‘gldm DependenceNonUniformityNormalized’, ‘glrlm GrayLevelNon
UniformityNormalized’, ‘glszm SizeZoneNonUniformityNormalized’,
and ‘glrlm RunLengthNonUniformityNormalized’.
We cannot scan a patient with different exposure settings,
therefore, we modeled scanner SNR in patient images by adding
Poisson noise. The magnitudes of the Poisson noise were initially
calibrated in phantom set to be adequate to real exposure settings
(30–460 mAs) by applying Poisson noise of different magnitudes to
the phantom images with the maximum exposure of 460 mAs
(supplementary Fig. B3). As the next step, Poisson noise with the
magnitude calibrated for 160 mAs SNR reduction was applied
in patient images. We used those generated images to extract
radiomics and evaluate the relative shift in features. The relative
shift is defined in formula (4) and evaluates how large the
difference between feature values in original (RForiginal) and SNR-
influenced (RF160 mAs) images is if compared to the interquartile
range in the feature distribution (IQR0:750:25ðRForiginalÞ):
relative shift ðpatienti;RFÞ ¼
RF160 mAs;i  RForiginal;i
IQR0:750:25ðRForiginalÞ
				
				 100%: ð4Þ
3. Results
3.1. Radiomic feature correctability
We calculated the correctability score (CS) for each radiomic
feature – 92 scores in total. If the CS of a radiomic feature is close
or less than one, the intrinsic reproducibility variance is equal to
the scanner SNR-caused variation; that makes the feature uncor-
rectable. Therefore, we chose for the correctability threshold of
CS > 2, meaning that the correctable scanner SNR variance is 2
times higher than the intrinsic reproducibility in a radiomic fea-
ture. Based on this threshold criterion, we selected 62 features
for further analysis. The upper panel of Fig. 3 shows CS for each
selected radiomic feature as the step blue line.
3.2. Correction evaluation
To assess whether the exposure dependence could be corrected
with our model we calculated the evaluation score (ES). All 62
selected with the CS > 2 threshold criterion radiomic features
showed significant (ES versus 1 Wilcoxon signed-rank test
p < 0.01) reduction in standard deviation (averaged across the
ROIs) using our additive model. Forty-seven out of 62 radiomic fea-
tures showed significant (ES versus 2 Wilcoxon test p < 0.05) at
least 2 times standard deviation reduction. In summary, the upper
panel boxplot (Fig. 3) describes ES distribution across 62 radiomic
features and 17 ROIs.
We evaluated how different materials react on the scanner
noise by calculating 17 ROIs’ ES for each radiomic feature and
placed the scores in lower panel of Fig. 3. Interestingly, ROIs 9
and 15 (low density plugs, <600 HU) have low correctability, on
the other hand, ROIs 2 and 8 (28 and 45 HUmean density respec-
tively) have good correctability. These results show that different
materials react differently on scanner SNR in radiomic features:
some materials are more dependent on scanner SNR than others
are.
3.3. Clinical relevance of the phantom
In our study, we used phantom measurements to simulate and
characterize the acquisition of radiomic features for clinical scans.
Fig. 4 shows how large the relative shift (4) in radiomic features is
while applying Poisson noise of the magnitude equivalent of
160 mAs scanner SNR reduction. For example, relative shift of
10% means that 160 mAs reduction in a patient scan causes fea-
ture value to change 10% relative to the feature distribution width
in the patient cohort.
In addition, we evaluated overlap between the clinical and
phantom sets in 4 normalized feature distributions (supplemen-
tary Fig. B1). We found that the distributions have clear overlap;
therefore, phantom radiomics are at least partly relevant for
clinical scans.
Fig. 2. Radiomics correction model in three steps: 1) shift original data to 0 with TRV, 2) fit the model using the shifted data, 3) correct the original data using the model.
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4. Discussion
We systematically investigated the dependence of radiomic fea-
ture values on scanner SNR using a commercial phantom and a
patient cohort of lung cancer patients. The phantommeasurements
were obtained using a standard clinical protocol, where the SNR
was varied by changing exposure settings from 30 to 460 mAs.
We showed that many radiomic features form a trend with the
scanner SNR, making the value of the feature not only dependent
on the tumor, but also on a specific scanner setting. To remedy this
effect, we developed a method to correct the radiomic features for
scanner SNR.
4.1. Radiomics correctability
We used correctability score (CS) to separate radiomic features
which are biased and correctable in terms of scanner SNR from
those that are not. Although Spearman correlation is a reliable cri-
terion for trend detection, it does not include the intrinsic repeata-
bility of the measurement. For instance, the statistical radiomic
feature ‘Energy’ (supplementary C) has a high Spearman correla-
tion with scanner SNR, but the feature’s correctable trend variance
is smaller than its intrinsic repeatability making correction not
effective. Therefore, we defined CS that assesses both intrinsic
repeatability and correctable trend variance. Of the 92 features
considered, 62 show a CS > 2, indicating that they have a depen-
dence on scanner SNR that dominates the repeatability. Note that
stability for different exposure settings (CS < 1) does not mean a
radiomic feature is stable for other scanner settings (image recon-
struction kernel, voxel spacing, etc).
4.2. Correction model
Given that there is a trend of the feature value with exposure,
we hypothesize that it is possible to correct for the variation. We
chose an additive quadratic regression model and used X-ray tube
exposure as the predictor. Adding more variables (e.g. uncorrected
feature values and/or its intersection term with exposure) might
benefit the correction for some features where additive terms can-
not explain trends for different ROIs perfectly. For instance, for the
feature ‘glrlm GreyLevelVariance’ (see supplementary C), the cor-
rection seems to depend on the density of the plug, suggesting that
a model incorporating the exposure and the mean HU as predictors
could improve the correction significantly. We did not pursue
developing more complicated correction models in this paper since
our main goal was give a proof of principle regarding correctability,
and since other issues such as overfitting must be considered when
making the model more complex. supplementary C shows the
scanner SNR correction in all the 92 features.
4.3. Clinical relevance of the phantom and correction model
In using phantom measurements to study scanner dependence
of clinical scans, it is paramount that the phantom (material) is
representative for the patient case [8]. We compared the distribu-
tion of radiomic features in a clinical cohort with the distribution
in a phantom. Ideally, the distribution of the features in both phan-
tom and patient cohorts should be identical for all features. Firstly,
as has been described before, a part of the ‘texture’ features are
dependent on the shape or the size of the ROI [14]. Comparing
the distribution of these is not relevant since we use artificial
(cylindrical) regions, therefore only features insensitive to volume
Fig. 3. Correctability (2) and Evaluation (3) scores for the selected 62 radiomic features and 17 ROIs. The color bar represents the evaluation score (ES): the darker, the larger
reduction in standard deviation was obtained.
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or shape could be used. Some typical examples of these features
are given in the supplementary data (supplementary B). Overlap
is present in for almost all features. This suggests that the proper-
ties of the phantom captured by the radiomic features are at least
partly relevant for the patient cohort. Future work is needed to
develop plugs that are identical to patient material, although a per-
fect match with the patient cohort for all features is unrealistic [8].
As a second method to test the applicability in the clinical situ-
ation, we simulated for each patient scan what the effect would
have been if the scan was made with lower exposure. For this we
applied Poisson noise to images, where the quantitative relation
between the noise amplitude and the exposure was derived from
the phantom scans. We found that scanner SNR results in change
of the radiomics values for the clinical scans (Fig. 4). For a large
part of the patients/features, a moderate change in the exposure
resulted in more than 10% change of the radiomic feature com-
pared to the width of the distribution of the whole cohort. When
using the radiomic features as an input for a personalized outcome
prediction, this will clearly affect the value of the prediction for
individual patients.
Fave et al also investigated the effect of noise in patient CT’s on
radiomic features by adding noise to the scans. Their findings is in
line with ours, namely that the effect is significant, leading to the
conclusion that scanning with a range of patient dose should be
avoided [15]. Our finding is however in contrast with the conclu-
sion of Mackin et al. [8]. Their measurements were done using
the Credence Cartridge Radiomics phantom, and reached the con-
clusion that SNR of the scan was not likely to be of significant influ-
ence since for the rubber insert (which was taken to be most
representative for tumor tissue) the effect of the changing tube
current was small. Their argument is that the addition of the noise
to the scan negligible due to the tumor inhomogeneity. However,
the added noise simulations by Fave et al. and us show that for
the patient scans involved (in both cases NSCLC patients) the noise
indeed affects feature values significantly.
5. Conclusion
We found that 62 out of 92 radiomic features strongly depend
on scanner SNR. Due to this dependence, non-tumor related varia-
tion is added to the features’ values, seriously limiting the use of
radiomics in clinical applications. We showed that a simple addi-
tive model effectively corrects the undesired variation for 47 out
of 62 features. By comparing a NSCLC cohort with the phantom
set, we showed that variation in scanner SNR is a reality in a typical
clinical cohort, and thus is an actual problem in using radiomics for
prediction modeling and personalized medicine.
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